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By solving the problem of the theory of elasticity for a boundary dislocation with a cavity on its continuation, a stress-strain state 
in a solid crystalline body is determined. The correlation for calculating the energy of a body with a dislocation crack under 
pressure is obtained. The geometric parameters of a crack-like dislocation cavity are calculated. The values of equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium crack lengths are established on this basis. Also the value of the critical pressure at which the dislocation crack 
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1. Introduction 

Study of the material fracture process is topical. Here the forecasts/predictions from the position of fracture 
mechanics are very important. The prediction of fracture becomes effective on the basis of theoretical foundations of 
the theory of dislocations. Although the principles of this theory are not new at present the renewal of its theoretical 
foundations is intensively carried out by modern researchers. It is also confirmed by the use of dislocation 
approaches to other different investigations necessary in materials science, fracture mechanics, theory of crystals etc. 
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Dislocation fracture mechanisms are widely developed today by well-known scientists. Dislocation motion, as a rule, 
initiates the material plasticization. Enough number of impeded dislocation planes leads to the materials fracture by 
macrocracks formation. Such fracture is partially expected due to atomic hydrogen in the material. Fulfillment of the 
formed microcracks by hydrogen is accompanied by molecule formation of hydrogen atoms 2H H H    and 
corresponding internal pressure. So the investigations about the influence of hydrogen pressure in such a cavity on 
its propagation are relevant. It is practically important both for the development of hydrogen technologies and 
widening of fracture mechanics use. 

2. Problem principal and key equations 

Dislocation crack being a component of edge dislocation has practical importance for the solution of a number of 
fracture mechanics problems. After the investigation of the dislocation crack it becomes possible to analyze the 
influence of hydrogen on the materials embrittlement using Stashchuk and Dorosh (2016) in conformity with the 
energy of hollow nucleus. The attempt of such nucleus examination in certain approximation is presented by Friedel 
(1964) and by Fan (1994), Fan and Xiao (1997), Chen (2004). The dislocation crack with plastic zones was studied 
by Hoh et al (2012). Let us consider n number of inserted atomic half-planes in a crystalline body (Fig. 1). Such type 
defect of crystalline body is considered as an edge dislocation by Eshelby (1954), Friedel (1964), Cottrell (1964), 
Hirth and Lothe (1968). It induces internal stress-strain state in crystal, and also changes its internal energy. 
According to Eshelby (1954), Friedel (1964), Cottrell (1964) the edge of the inserted half-plane and the cavity 
formed in its vicinity is called the nucleus that breaks the regular structure of the crystal. The cavity on the 
continuation of the inserted extraplane is considered as a crack of l length (Fig. 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1. The scheme of edge dislocation with the cavity under internal pressure. 

In one of the crack tips, where the atomic insert ends, the dislocation discontinuity is equal to Burgers vector 
B nb  (Eshelby (1954), Friedel (1964), Cottrell (1964), Hirth and Lothe (1968)), where b b  – distance between 
atomic planes. In the other crack tip, where the crystal structure ends, the crack edges close. Let us assume that 
pressure in the dislocation crack equals p. It is necessary to establish the influence of internal pressure in the cavity 
on stresses in the crystal body with such defect, and to estimate the strength of the body material. The form of the 
dislocation crack surface, stresses in the crystal with the dislocation, components of vector dislocations, volume of 
nucleus cavity and the energy of the material with such defect are already known and described by Stashchuk and 
Dorosh (2015, 2016). Estimation of the microcrack critical length that foregoes dislocation half-plane was deciding. 
Transformation of equilibrium dislocation crack to non-equilibrium was discovered under loading. Results of such 
type are very important for investigation of hydrogenated materials. Here the top priority task is to estimate the 
stress-strain state of the body with the dislocation crack under pressure p. 

Let us bind dislocation crack-like defect with the Cartesian coordinate system xOy. Axis Ox is overlapped with 
the axis of defect symmetry, and centre O with the final atom of the inserted atomic half-plane B (Fig. 2). 

It is supposed that along the defect with the inserted half-plane, that is on the x (–∞,0] beam, the displacements 
υ+ = –υ+ = B/2 are given at upper (+) and lower (-) edges accordingly. These displacements are stipulated by internal 
stresses formed by the inserted half-plane. The internal pressure p is set on the crack edges. 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.prostr.2019.07.049&domain=pdf
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The stress-strain state of the body with the dislocation crack is determined by Muskhelishvili (1977): 
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where z = x+iy, i2= – 1; u and v – components of displacement, u' = ∂u/∂x, υ' = ∂υ/∂x.  
 

 

Fig. 2. The scheme dislocation crack under internal pressure. 

Using the results of Stashchuk and Dorosh (2016) the complex potentials for the discussed defect are: 
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Here   – modulus of shear. 
The crack length l is determined from the known balance equation (Griffith (1920, 1924)): 
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where U  – elastic energy of deformation for a crystal body with the dislocation crack under internal pressure, and 
F  – work spent for the formation of the dislocation crack free surfaces.  

Elastic energy of deformation U from (4) is found by Timoshenko and Goodyear (1970) using the known 
Clapeyron’s theorem, according which the work of deformation (elastic energy of deformation) in the absence of 
volume forces equals to half the work A of internal forces on the initiated displacements  
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where ti – surface forces; ui – components of displacements.  
Expression of stress distributions →𝜎𝜎y(x,0) on the edges of inserted atomic half-plane in (5) according to (1) – (2) 

and (3) is:  
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According to (2), complex potentials (3) and with the account that υ(0,0)=0,5B, the displacement of dislocation 
crack edge is: 
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Using the equations (6), (7) and expression (5) we get according to Stashchuk and Dorosh (2016):  
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Correlation (8) is the generalization of the plastic energy of deformation for classical dislocation. When p = 0, the 
known formula (Stashchuk and Dorosh (2015)) for body energy with edge dislocation follows from here. The work 
in (4) is spent for the formation of new surfaces of the dislocation crack in the presence of residual half-unlimited 
insert in crystal body (Fig. 2) is calculated by Griffith (1920, 1924): 
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where γ – specific surface energy.  
After substitutions of (8) and (9) into (4) the equation for the estimation of dislocation crack length l is received:  
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Solution of (10) gives two correlations for crack length estimation: 
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The first correlation corresponds to the value of equilibrium crack length, second – to value of nonequilibrium 
dislocation crack length.  

Let us note that it was obtained by Stashchuk and Dorosh (2015) that in the absence of pressure in the dislocation 
crack its length is determined by (10) when p = 0: 
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For the criteria of the dislocation crack spontaneous propagation let us assume the condition for equation 
fulfillment 

.eq crl l     (12) 
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Equation (12) is realized if 24 2 0.Bp    Thus, the value of critical pressure is:  

2 .crp
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    (13) 

The same value of critical pressure was established by Cottrell (1958). 

3. Stress intensity factor of dislocation crack 

Stress intensity factor is one of important parameter in fracture mechanics. Expressions for stress intensity factors 
are received using complex potentials    Ф ,z z . 
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where 0( )O r – limited value, and the stress intensity factor in the right tip of the dislocation crack (Fig. 2) equals: 
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where 
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Comparison of (15) and (17) shows that stress intensity factors for the dislocation crack without internal pressure 
are opposite in sign. In this particular case it is agreed with the results obtained by Stashchuk and Dorosh (2016).  

From a physical point of view value σ( )x  in the point 0x   should be limited, just as it was analyzed by Gupta 
and Erdogan (1974) and Savruk (1981). It also follows from (17). Function σ( )x  in the point 0x   has the 
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I 0K  . Under this condition 
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Using (13) the relation between B and the length of dislocation crack l is received, that is 
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After entering 2crp B  into (15) it can be written that  
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Since the right crack tip in fact is responsible for fracture substitution of (19) into (20) gives the formulae for 
definition through shear modulus, surface energy and Poisson's critical pressure coefficient:  

 
2
1

l
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.   (21) 

4. Numerical results 

Numerical calculations of full energy of a solid with a dislocation crack under pressure were carried out using (10) 
and (11). Dependences of full energy F+U of a body with dislocation crack on the dislocation crack length l for p=0, 
p<pcr, p=pcr and p>pcr are shown in Fig. 3. Calculations of F+U energy correspond to that for cylindrical body of a 
unit thickness with R = 10-7 m. Such values were used for these calculations (Vladimirov (1984)): E = 2·1011 Pа; 
γ = 0,01·Ea = 0,6 J/m2; ν = 0,3; lattice parameter b = 3·10–10 m; Burgers vector module B = 3b. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the solid energy F+U on dislocation crack length when (a) p=0; (b) p<pcr; (c) p = pcr and (d) p>pcr. 
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Equation (12) is realized if 24 2 0.Bp    Thus, the value of critical pressure is:  

2 .crp
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    (13) 

The same value of critical pressure was established by Cottrell (1958). 

3. Stress intensity factor of dislocation crack 

Stress intensity factor is one of important parameter in fracture mechanics. Expressions for stress intensity factors 
are received using complex potentials    Ф ,z z . 
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where 0( )O r – limited value, and the stress intensity factor in the right tip of the dislocation crack (Fig. 2) equals: 
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Comparison of (15) and (17) shows that stress intensity factors for the dislocation crack without internal pressure 
are opposite in sign. In this particular case it is agreed with the results obtained by Stashchuk and Dorosh (2016).  

From a physical point of view value σ( )x  in the point 0x   should be limited, just as it was analyzed by Gupta 
and Erdogan (1974) and Savruk (1981). It also follows from (17). Function σ( )x  in the point 0x   has the 

peculiarities of order lower then 1 r . So it is accepted that 0
I 0K  . Under this condition 
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Using (13) the relation between B and the length of dislocation crack l is received, that is 
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After entering 2crp B  into (15) it can be written that  
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Since the right crack tip in fact is responsible for fracture substitution of (19) into (20) gives the formulae for 
definition through shear modulus, surface energy and Poisson's critical pressure coefficient:  
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4. Numerical results 

Numerical calculations of full energy of a solid with a dislocation crack under pressure were carried out using (10) 
and (11). Dependences of full energy F+U of a body with dislocation crack on the dislocation crack length l for p=0, 
p<pcr, p=pcr and p>pcr are shown in Fig. 3. Calculations of F+U energy correspond to that for cylindrical body of a 
unit thickness with R = 10-7 m. Such values were used for these calculations (Vladimirov (1984)): E = 2·1011 Pа; 
γ = 0,01·Ea = 0,6 J/m2; ν = 0,3; lattice parameter b = 3·10–10 m; Burgers vector module B = 3b. 
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Dislocation crack when p<pcr has both equilibrium and critical length (see Fig. 3). Curves of analogous character 
schematically given by Weertman (1986). It is seen from Fig. 3a that dislocation does not cause fracture when p=0. 
Setting of the internal pressure in the dislocation nucleus changes the form of the energy in the body with dislocation 
crack (Fig. 3b). Critical pressure pcr causes such a form of energy in the cracked body that leads to its fracture 
(Fig. 3c). Curve in Fig. 3d corresponds to real spontaneous fracture of the body. 

Calculations of critical pressure for different Burgers vector modules were carried using (13). 
Calculations of leq and lcr depending on the changes of internal pressure (Fig. 4) were performed using (11). 

Burgers vectors B=3b and 5b were assumed. 
Table 1 and Fig. 4 show that the increase of Burgers vector module values decreases the value of critical 

pressure. But the value of dislocation crack critical length is higher for larger values of Burgers vector. 

Table 1. Numerical calculations of critical pressure depending on Burgers vector module 

B, m b=3·10–10 2b=6·10–10 3b=9·10–10 5b=15·10–10 10b=30·10–10 

pcr , МPа 4000 2000 1333 800 400 

leq = lcr , m 0.26·10–8 1.05·10–8 2.36·10–8 6.56·10–8 26.23·10–8 

 

 

Fig. 4. Dependence of equilibrium and critical dislocation crack lengths leq and lcr on internal pressure p. 

 

Fig. 5. Dependence of l
IK  and 0

IK  on dislocation crack length l. 

Changes of l
IK  and 0

IK  according to (15) and (17) are presented in Fig. 5. Calculations were made using B=3b 
Burgers vector and internal pressure p =1000 MPa. 
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5. Conclusions 

Consideration of dislocation crack as an investigation object establishes the relations between the fracture 
mechanics and theory of dislocations. Evaluation of elastic energy in the body with dislocation crack was carried out 
on this base. As a result the value of critical pressure in a crack using Burgers vector and body surface energy was 
defined. Critical pressure of fracture in a body with dislocation crack using the criterion of equality of equilibrium 
value of crack length to critical value was calculated. Connection of Burgers vector B and material fracture 
toughness КІС was established. 
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